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Abstract
Coding
The unique force of electronic products is in the coding. On the one hand we have the electronic object
as such. It can be a plain text docum ent, a photo, a full colour flyer, a video, a software program , a
gam e, or even a PDF version of an old-fashioned book. The electronic object contains lots of coding.
At present this coding m ainly describes the lay-out and structure of the electronic file.
Metadata
On the other hand, just as in traditional the m arketing & sales, every product has a nam e and a
product description. These descriptions are codes, m ostly clearly separated from the item itself,
describing the item . So-called m etadata.
W hen the electronic object has to find its way to a consum er and becom es a product in a com m ercial
chain, norm ally, and very traditionally, only the m etadata are used. The coding, added in the creation of
the electronic product, is hardly used.
Vision
The vision defended in this paper is that the creator of an electronic product has an essential capability
in positioning the product in the m arket by clever integration of m etadata in the creation process itself.
The paper starts with a description of the landscape, followed by an analysis of the notion m etadata.
Subsequently the production of m etadata and the role of the creator is discussed. The paper
concludes that by cleverly coding the sem antic inform ation during the creation process, the creator will
be able to play a m uch larger role in targeting the ultim ate consum er m arket now and in the future.
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Introduction
W hat is a publisher?
Before we start talking about electronic publishing and m arketing we m ust have a clear view on what
we call publishing. Certainly in our present day world where everybody claim s to be a publisher, a
librarian, a database provider and a host or portal facilitator at the sam e tim e, it is im portant to give
clear m eaning to seem ingly obvious term s.
Publishing, in m y definition, is the united action of a num ber of functions that together enable the
creation, production, m arketing and dissem ination of a product.
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The product range to inform ation objects is wide and consists of text, sound, pictures and film . In
other words: m agazines, journals, books, videos, film s, etc. To m ake things even m ore sim ple, these
inform ation objects can be novel creations but also parts of or com binations of existing item s that
belong to an already existing collection such as a sculpture collection of an art gallery. It is im portant to
stress that we do not deal with the carrier of the inform ation, be it stone, clay, punch cards, parchm ent,
paper or a blue ray DVD.
The basic raw m aterials are the knowledge and em otions of (or in, we don’t know) the hum an brain.
They are explicated in language, sounds, pictures or gestures and create inform ation. Inform ation can
be described or better denoted. Inform ation can be handled, packaged, counted, piled and stored away
into a carrier.
The publisher’s function
The publisher’s role is to find, identify and collect interesting knowledge and em otions and
subsequently have them expressed into inform ation in writing, depicting or perform ing. Here and in the
following I use the term publisher in a generic way. It can also be a film producer. The publisher is the
organising pivot around which all players -authors, perform ers, technicians, editors as well as
production and m arketing & sales staff- circulate. Firstly the publisher has to define the final result, the
product, then it has to be certified as being original or unique for the creator as well as validated by
endowing it with a quality stam p of som e level. The inform ation can be a treatise on lunar research in a
top ranked scientific journal or on loony tunes on the m oon for pre-adult entertaining. The traditional
publisher’s role entails subsequently the organisation, distribution, m arketing and sales of the product.
Please be aware that within this definition we still can talk about a great variety of products, from
poetry, via stock m arket graphics to gam es. In its drive to find a consum ers’ m arket, efforts are m ade
to describe the product in such away that it dovetails with desires, wants or needs from perceived
custom ers. Often this is called product driven, but subsequently it will becom e clear that I don’t adhere
to that prerogative.
The library function
On the other end of the line we have the library function. Here, I also m ean the function and not the
organisation or the building. The library function fulfills clear roles in a local or dom ain dependant field.
It is the finding, selecting and collecting of inform ation from a great variety of sources, fit for a welldefined user group. This user group m ay be sm all, but in the case of a public lending library also very
large. User groups are defined by both what m ight interest them , as well as by what goes beyond the
span of attention. Collecting is not only a positive act but also the negative act of rejection. In order to
cater for the user group the librarian m ust classify its holdings according to an index or classification
schem e that is explicitly tailored for (the context) of the user-group. W e can then use the term library
also in a generic way, describing the place where consum ers find pre-selected products.
In a very blunt way we can equate the publisher with an industrial m anufacturer exploiting the brain
power instead of the physical power of contracted people. The librarian can then be depicted as a
shopkeeper with a well-defined supply. In the product chain the producer-publisher adds product
inform ation and subsequently the librarian-shopkeeper adds specified consum ers/custom ers
inform ation targeted for the own local m arket. In the m ost prim itive way a shopkeeper is doing so
already, by putting the sam e type of products such as, gam es, thrillers, or socks together on the sam e
shelf.
The issue now is, in an electronic environm ent, to what extent this whole process from creator to
consum er is fully determ ined by the publisher and librarian. In the following we will deal with the
question of how the creator him /herself can exercise influence on this process and to what extent the
new technologies enable as well as force changing patterns of long term usage.

M etadata, the new grail?
Metadata can be defined as data about data. Instead of a product description such “An ideal
peaceful, family game for under the Xmas tree”, which suggests that the gam e is solely targeted for a
special occasion, we can think of m ore general descriptions. The idea of m etadata is to create m oreor-less logical system s that describe the product as well as that it enables m anipulation on the m eta
level without having to “taste” or “sm ell” all individual underlying items. In the world of m etadata we
have to m ake a clear distinction between the different contexts in which m etadata are relevant and
useful. Let’s m ake a first list of possible different m etadata schem as to understand better where the
various players in the value and product chains play a role.
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Types of metadata
1- Backbone. W e start with the data describing the technical and physical characteristics of the
original. This entails issues like e.g., W ordPerfect or MSW ord text file, PDF, etc., length in bytes, ASCII
or Unicode, handwritten m anuscript on parchm ent, using video standard X, PNG or Tiff, etc. These
data are im portant to transcribe the original in a production environm ent that allows storing into, as well
as rendering the inform ation into certain m edia. It is obvious that if we want cross m edia capabilities,
these data are crucial. A Unicode file is nor yet accepted by all environm ents, though if the creator
wants longevity it is better to create in Unicode rather than ASCII. A hand written text can be scanned.
It is the quality of the scanning that defines to what extent the digital file is only representing the text or
also the texture of the paper. The digital preservation discussions and argum ents pertain to this
category of m etadata.
2- Structure. W e need m etadata that describe the structure of the inform ation. This can be lay-out
structures in the case of text, or for video: structural inform ation on spatio-tem poral com ponents of the
content such as scene cuts, segm entation in regions, region m otion tracking, etc.
3- Content. W e have the content descriptors or traditional index term s, so-called keywords. Despite the
pipedream s of superior success by single word m anipulation in the present first generation search
engines, m ore and m ore the need for context dependent thesauri is understood. A well-developed
thesaurus with a clear form al structure between the term s is now called an ontology. As an aside, it is
im portant to note that in the ongoing ontology research it rem ains very difficult to deal with nonhierarchical relations, such as the traditional “see also” relation.
4- Administrative. W e have the data that describe the adm inistrative, legal and personalized item s.
Here we have to think of the nam e, address, etc. of the creator and m aybe also the editor, the
perform er in case of m usic, the distributor, the rights owner and as with film , the credit titles. Also in
this box we have the data that describe the actual legal rights for reproduction and use.
5- Post-production. The m etadata that are added after the creation. This can be the num ber of
downloads, sales, but also -and very im portant- data that link the product at issue to other products.
Note that here we also deal with references to new versions and updates of the sam e product. These
products can be older or newer. This last type of m etadata introduces a whole new field of indexing. In
som e on-line shops, like Am azon, we already see this type of m etadata, created on the fly, if we select
a book. Im m ediate look-alike books are suggested, in som e case also linked to the books you selected
on a previous visit. The im portant open question is to what extent we have to keep these data and
m ake it part of the product. In the sam e way as on the back flap of a book reprint com m ents from
reviewers are printed. This is typically an editorial and m arketing question. By the usage of the product,
new inform ation is being produced which is essential for the understanding and the decision for new
use by a new consum er. Think about the instructions leaflet for drugs. They have a latest date of
change, but in an electronic environm ent, updating pertinent useful data and m etadata becom es
possible and will becom e compulsory in this case.
6- Super-metadata. Finally, after having invented all those alm ost independent but interrelated
m etadata schem as, we becom e badly in need for a m etadata schem a that enables the m anipulation of
all that product inform ation.
Transparency
From the above it will be clear that we need a transparent m etadata language to allow talking with
and about m etadata. At present the XML fam ily serves that goal excellently. This presentation it is not
the place nor the m om ent to express m y obvious love for XML, but be aware, as soon as you are
dealing with structured m arketing using m etadata, XML is im m ediately around the corner.
W ith all these descriptors, indicators and m easures we are confronted with an interesting
phenom enon, unique for an electronic environm ent. The length in bits of the collection of all the
m etadata easily exceeds the size of the original work, in particular if we are dealing with text. In the
case of the fully XML tagged scientific journal articles of Elsevier the average overhead is around
100%, with peaks of 150%.
The beauty of this new minted coin is on both sides. W ith all m etadata neatly in place and contained
in XML structured files we will be able to route a product via various ways to distinctly different
platform s. In other words a product will end up on different shelves depending on how the consum er
rates the im portance of certain hallm arks or features. This can be copyright free copying, certain
quality levels in relation to the data (in the case of m edical products), a typical com bination of content
descriptors (non violence, soft colours) or just all products from brand (or creator) X.
A new type of language
In conclusion one can say that just as hum ankind created and continuously develops language to
exchange inform ation on feelings, objects and desires, in the electronic era hum ankind creates a new
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type of language called m etadata which is a kind of well-organised shorthand for all that what can be
said about the presentation of what one feels and thinks. Thinking in regular language is a hum an
enterprise. Thinking in m etadata will becom e m ainly a m achine operation, provided creator and
consum er know how to instruct the m achine.

W ho creates or adds m etadata?
W hy all the above? After all we are not in a m eeting devoted to data structures, or traditional
classification schem as and indexing m ethodologies. The very nam e Bobcatsss is already a m etadata
indicating that. The easy answer to this serious question is that in an electronic environm ent we are
dealing with a different dynam ics than in the past. An electronic product is not anym ore a single item ,
despite the m onum ental attem pts by digital rights aficionados.
Stacking metadata & rights
Electronic products are stacks of inform ation and related rights which on each level and between each
com ponent know fixed as well as perm anently changing relations. For the sake of clarification let us
just look at a power point presentation on this conference. First of all we have the ideas and intellectual
property rights of the creator. The speaker wants to advance an idea and therewith uses lots of ideas
of others, which all in their own right m ight have their own intellectual rights protection. By typing the
slides, the speaker uses a PC on which he/she has a licence for the operating system , a licence for
Power Point, a subscription for on-line internet use, and so on and so forth. On the other end of the line
the consum er needs the sam e series of rights and adjustm ents in order to consum e the m essage. It is
all m uch m ore com plicated underneath than sending a handwritten letter. Electronic com m unication
dem ands an avalanche of legal, technical and conceptual adjustm ents, tuning, and transparent
codification. No object is anym ore single, all objects as well as their parts or com binations are
interweaved and knotted together.
Even in colloquial inter-hum an electronic com m unications we have left the solid and safe analog
shores of print on paper. One can say that every electronic m essage, product or not, is com pletely
dependent on continuously changing sets of m etadata, that describe the com m unication and need
interpretation before consum ption. For the regular citizen this has already the effect that people
sheepishly buy their upgrades, new hard- and software and start believing that you cannot live
anym ore without them .
Luckily in the tug of war between technologies, standards, hypes and m ust-have gadgets, there is a
space where the creator is still able to influence the process. It goes without saying that this place is
prim arily defined by the content of the product, by the very words, pictures or sounds carefully
produced by the originator. But in the estranged world of electronic infrastructures survival is based on
m etadata. As argued above, they are the descriptors that funnel, like a swarm of lubricating servants,
the product from creator to consum er. As in all power gam es the question now is who rules that swarm
of helpers, goblins and angels alike? The bottom line has now been reached. After all we are still trying
to sell a product!
Consumption is unwrapping metadata
A product is som ething a consum er only experiences in the usage, be it reading, eating or
dem olishing. The knowledge and em otions, m entioned above, that we have ably wrapped into
m etadata will be unwrapped by the consum er. In other words, the m etadata wrap or shell is essential
for the ultim ate capability to consum e the product. The beauty of an electronic environm ent is that in
contrast to the old days the creator can exercise power on the m eta level of m etadata.

Creator controlled metadata
In the analog world, in alm ost all cases, the publisher decides how the final product will be presented,
bound or cut. The m arketing is a publishers’ pursuit and closely related to perceptions of the present
m arket. A Xm as gam e is published in the autum n and not in January. An author of a book is chased or
put on ice depending of the seasons and the weather forecasts. A product m ust get im m ediate
attention, television and radio interviews with its creator and preferably shelf space on eye level, or
otherwise be piled on the floor at a place where everybody has to pass by. This place next to the cash
register is equivalent to the place on a website or in a sponsored link in a search engine. Eye level
becom es a m etaphor. The creator in this case hardly plays a role, other then being interrogated about
m any aspects of his/her life, m ostly with only a flim sy relationship to the work at stake, in interviews or
at signing and presentation sessions.
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General descriptors
How different is the world in an electronic environm ent. Keyword fields are cheap and every publisher
wants to play safe. Even in cases where the publisher and the creator deeply disagree about the way a
product m ust be positioned in the m arket, the m iddle ground is found by allowing or even insisting that
the creator adds relevant keywords to the work. But also in cases where publisher and creator are not
in disagreem ent but just are both unsure about the possible outlets, the enveloping m etadata structure
allows various strategies. Even if the already m entioned gam e is invented for Xm as, it is com pletely
reasonable to add to this single target product descriptors that allow different interpretations.
For exam ple the traditional sentence “An ideal family game for under the Xmas tree” can be taken
apart into the following m etadata: Kind=gam e, Difficulty=low to average, Num ber of sim ultaneous
consum ers= 3-5, X rating= 0, Violence level= low, etc., etc. This m etadata taken as input for a
m arketing effort can also be easily interpreted as “The solution for a rainy class outing on a camping
site”. The sales possibilities then can be both; a cosy fam ily at the fireplace and a bunch of bored
youngsters in a tent. In other words: by a proper generic description, m anipulating m etadata can
suggest a series of different potential consum er groups.
Multiple descriptors
Even m ore im portant then generic keywords as augm entation to m ore targeted descriptors is the
possibility to have m ore different description lines. A historical novel or film always has various different
dram atic lines. In an electronic environm ent it is very easy to work out these different lines in separated
sets of m etadata. One set can describe the historical context and can even relate to works of history or
products that deal with the sam e period. Another set of m etadata can deal with the clothing or the food
presented, whilst yet another set is dealing with the psycho-analytical aspects of the characters.
Never out of print
In an electronic environm ent, a product has, in principle, an infinite life and never goes out of print.
Infinite life can becom e a heavy burden as we all know from zom bie and vam pire film s. The only way
out is to re-energise periodically, not by sucking new blood from other products but by redefining the
work into new and fashionable m etadata. Such a new cycle can only be started if the creator, but also
the publisher, is aware of the m any different ways a work can be interpreted or viewed.
Out of print products now have to be searched for and m ost of them rem ain unknown, in oblivion.
Sim ply because nobody has tim e to re-consum e everything again in the hope that som e old works turn
out to be tim eless. Here m etadata com e to rescue the product life. Searching on the level of welldefined m etadata schem es rem ain possible, because they deal with generic descriptors and not only
with tim e dependent notions or words. Take as a counter exam ple the usage of a search engine on
digitalised books of the 19th century. Most term s and words are different from our own language, and
this seriously ham pers our understanding of what they are talking about. The clever creator however
adds m etadata to describe his/her work in a variety of ways, therewith m ultiplying the chance that a
work is not put on ice as soon as the production costs are covered and publishers or producers happily
shelve the product. In the electronic era, out-of-print becom es an out-of-print term . In principle all
works, literary, gossip, m usic, newsreels, scientific, etc. all rem ain available. Not necessarily on the
original publisher’s website or electronic warehouse, but m aybe on a consum er’s website or on-line
archive. Old and new works are standing side by side waiting for consum ption. The consum ption of
this infinite life is determ ined by the understanding of its contents. An im portant difference is the
language in which the old and the new are presented. The m eaning of words changes over tim e and
new words are constantly popping up. This again is an argum ent against so-called free text searching
on words only. The content needs som e stratified coordination. W e need an understanding that is
expressed in notions about the content; in other words in m etadata.

Conclusion
Creators in an analog world are forced to follow the m arketing strategies of their publishers. These
strategies are determ ined by local and tem poral financial and cultural concerns. But a work can
becom e interesting anew or again for the sam e or other audiences than originally thought of. The best
way to enable this is that the creator, the one who translated knowledge and em otions into inform ation
racks his/her brain and tries to define m ultiple descriptors, following m ore general as well as just m ore
specific aspects and add these notions to the product. The m ultiple and infinite life of a product in the
electronic era is highly dependent on how the creator is able to explicate its knowledge and em otions
into a variety of m etadata.
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